The young tree outside your house needs a drink Could you help it please?

Dear resident

Enfield plant hundreds of trees every year in an attempt to replace and manage the boroughs tree stock.

Every tree that is planted is subject to a 3 year aftercare programme that includes watering, and our Contractor is busy watering our trees every week.

When it is hot our young trees struggle to survive and we would like your help with extra watering.

If you are able to spare some time during the day to water the tree that is situated outside the front of your house we would be very grateful.

Many of our newly planted trees have a green slow release watering bag at their base with an opening at the top. If the bag is already full that means our teams have already visited but they won’t be back for over a week or more. Others may have a small black watering tube at their base.

If you could fill or even half fill the watering bag once or even better twice per week or if the tree does not have a watering bag then add water into the irrigation tube with a hose or a watering can it will assist the trees survival for yours and future generations to benefit and enjoy.

Thank you in anticipation for your assistance in this matter.

Enfield Council
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